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Roberto Santiago
Writer by day, superhero by night. 
When he turned eleven, Roberto San-
tiago donned a mask and cape, and 
went out to save humanity. Since then, 
he has saved two kittens, one fern and 
an abandoned dog. He’s still working 
on humanity. Now he has put on his 
mask and cape again to write Los Once. 
And Las Princesas Rebeldes, a flight on 
which he is accompanied by a powerful 
superheroine with X-ray eyes: Ángela 
Armero.

LOS SUPERHÉROES is a unique publishing project by Roberto Santiago,
the author of LOS FUTBOLÍSIMOS (more than 4 million copies sold)

and LOS FORASTEROS DEL TIEMPO (more than 600,000 copies sold)

These superheroes will turn kids into super-readers with a fantastic combination of 
adventures, superpowers, entertainment, topical issues and humour.

This long-term project consists of several independent collections, and will be 
launched with the first two titles: Los Once (The Eleven) and Las Princesas Rebel-
des (The Rebel Princesses).

Over the months to come, the multiverse will expand with the release of more tit-
les in these series and the arrival of additional collections in bookshops: Los Gamers 
Piratas (The Pirate Gamers), El Escuadrón K (K Squad)… and other surprises!

Themes: friendship, solidarity, current social and environmental challenges,
teamwork, empathy, tolerance, justice

Age: 8+
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“Superheroes don’t just take us on a journey to a fairer world; they help us become better people.
And that is always the main goal of literature: to open our eyes and help us to understand, grow and think”. 

Roberto Santiago

LOS ONCE (THE ELEVEN)
BY DAY THEY PLAY FOOTBALL,

BY NIGHT THEY ARE SUPERHEROES

Vol. nº1
El delantero que volaba al atardecer
(The striker who flew at dusk)

Author: Roberto Santiago
Illustrations: Nacho Velmar

PUBLICATION DATE
20 OCTOBER 2021

LAS PRINCESAS REBELDES
(THE REBEL PRINCESSES)
EVERY PRINCESS HAS

A SUPERHEROINE INSIDE HER

Vol. nº1
El misterio de la virgulina inmortal
(The myistery of the inmortal virgulina)

Authors: Roberto Santiago & Ángela Armero
Illustrations: Lourdes Navarro

PUBLICATION DATE
17 NOVEMBER 2021

Alma is the heir to her father’s throne. She 
hates protocol and official ceremonies. Howe-
ver, when she turns eleven she will have to face 
great challenges: like giving her first speech in 
public, representing the royal family at major 
events and… learning how to fly and how to 
move objects with her mind! To her amaze-
ment, Alma will discover that she possesses 
incredible superpowers. Together with other 
royal heirs, she will form a group that will soon 
make her a legend: The Rebel Princesses.

Ramón Naya, better known as RANA, has 
just moved to a very strange town: Nakatomi. 
He loves football and he wants to make new 
friends so he joins the school football team. 
But he will discover that nothing is what it 
seems: both he and his teammates start to de-
velop strange powers on the day they turn ele-
ven. Are they superheroes? Mutants? Or just a 
bunch of kids with strange abilities? The Eleven 
will have to learn how to use their superpowers, 
while on the pitch they face a crucial match.
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